Rulebook

READ THIS FIRST!

IntroductIon

components

“I don’t think Sonia’s death was an accident,” explains Celyse, warming
her hands at the fire. It’s late, and an unseasonable chill has set in around
the manor. If nothing else, it reflects her mood.

This section describes the various components.

“Foul play?” asks Tymothi. Even with her back turned, Celyse can all
but hear the steward’s brow arch. “Based on what?”
“Something Sonia told me herself,” replies Celyse. She turns and looks
over the small office where Tymothi manages the countess’s affairs. She
crosses the distance to him and shares what she knows in a quiet voice. He
listens, asking no questions until she is done.
“Who else have you told?” he asks.
“Just you.”

This rulebook and the character creation book will assist you
with setup and character creation. While playing, you should refer
to this rulebook if you have any rules questions. The rules glossary
(pages 4–7 of this document) contains all game rules organized
alphabetically by topic.

“I see. I shall discuss this with the countess in the morning. For now,
I think it best to keep this quiet. Phillip, especially, doesn’t need these
thoughts gnawing at him with his sister’s death so fresh.”
“Yes, I think you’re right,” sighs Celyse as she departs. “Perhaps my fears
are groundless,” she muses to herself. “In any case, I’ve already left my
letter with the town clerk to be sent with the morning’s post.”

The six quest books and one village book contain all of the stories
and adventures you will experience while playing. You should not
read from the quest books or village book unless you have been
instructed to do so. Likewise, while reading an entry in one of these
books, do your best not to read other entries on the same page unless
instructed to do so. The last step of setup will instruct you to begin
reading from the “To New Roads” quest book.

She returns to her bedroom, jumping at every shadow cast by the statues
in the gallery and every sound that could be a muffled footfall. “You’re
imagining things,” she whispers.
The nearest statue tips and falls toward her…

Game overvIew
Legacy of Dragonholt is a cooperative narrative adventure game in
which one to six players take on the role of heroes. This game contains
a single campaign, during which you—the heroes—undertake quests
by venturing into dark caves and dangerous forests. Along the way,
you will encounter vicious monsters and cunning bandits, earn
wealth and fame, and possibly foil the plot of an evil overlord.
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Game

Legacy of Dragonholt is a cooperative game. That is, if you are playing
with more than one player, all of you are on the same team. However,
unlike other games, Legacy of Dragonholt is not about winning or
losing. Legacy of Dragonholt is a game about storytelling. As you play,
your decisions will weave a narrative tapestry that tells the story of
your adventures in the village of Dragonholt.

You will be instructed to read the letter from Celyse during the
first adventure. You may refer back to and reread the letter any time
that you wish.
Your adventure will take you to Dragonholt, a sleepy farming
village. You will receive a map of Dragonholt after you arrive
in the village.

You take on the role of a hero, a brave adventurer who seeks fame
and fortune either by performing acts of good and honor or simply
by seeking out monsters to battle or villagers to save.

Later in your adventures, you might find Sonia’s journal.
Do not examine this component until you are instructed to do so.
It might hold the key to solving a mystery, resolving some issue, or
completing a quest.

While playing Legacy of Dragonholt, you will tell a continuous story
related to your adventures. When one adventure ends, another can
begin. The game comes to an end when you reach the story’s natural
conclusion. What that conclusion is, however, depends entirely on
the decisions you make on your adventures.
Unlike some other games, winning and losing in Legacy of
Dragonholt is not black and white. The decisions you make will have
far reaching consequences that ultimately affect the outcome of the
story. You might fail to find a fabled treasure or to save an innocent
victim, but if you enjoy the story, that is a victory.
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setup
To begin a new game, perform the following steps in order:

1. create Your hero(es)
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The first step is to create your hero—an avatar that represents you in
the story. The character creation book gives the full rules for creating
a hero. That book also includes an example of creating a hero from
beginning to end. Read through the character creation book and
follow the steps for creating a hero.
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If playing with two or more players, each player takes one activation
token. Activation tokens are used to track which heroes have acted
during your adventures.

The twenty item cards should be kept in a facedown deck while
playing. You will be instructed to gain some of these cards during
your adventures. Do not examine the front face of any card until you
are instructed to gain that card. The back of each card indicates its
unique identifier (“A”, “B”, “C”, etc.).

2. prepare

the

storY trackInG sheet

On the story tracking sheet (located on the back cover of this
document), record the following information:
You begin the game with 100 gold. Gold can be used to purchase
items and pay for training during your adventures. If you are playing
with multiple heroes, gold is shared among all heroes.
You begin the game with two fame. Your fame increases as you
become more well known or your efforts are acknowledged by the
nobility or townsfolk. Like gold, fame is shared by all heroes.
Leave all story points unmarked. Story points will be marked
during your adventures to track the decisions you’ve made.

3. beGIn
If playing with multiple players, you will use activation tokens to
track which players have made decisions.
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To complete setup and begin the first quest, find the “To New
Roads” quest book and read entry 1000.
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During your adventures, you will be instructed to read specific entries
in a quest book. When instructed to read an entry, you might wish
to record the entry number on the tracking sheet for that quest. You
may reread any entry that you have previously read at any time.
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“to new roads”

In the “To New Roads” quest book, you will notice a number
of rules sidebars. These rules sidebars are written to teach new
players how to play Legacy of Dragonholt. You do not need to
read the remainder of this rulebook to play. The rules sidebars in
the first quest will teach you the rules as they become relevant.
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The remainder of this rulebook contains the rules glossary. If
questions arise that are not answered by the rules sidebars in the
“To New Roads” quest book, refer to the rules glossary to find
the complete rules.

The six blank character sheets can be used to record information
about your character during character creation.

character & trackInG sheets
The back of each book (including this rulebook and the character
creation book) features a tracking sheet you will need to play.
You can either make a copy of the back cover of each book, or
you can find a printable version on our website.
WWW.FANTASYFLIGHTGAMES.COM
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rules GlossarY
This rules glossary describes all rules and terminology for Legacy of Dragonholt in detail and lists them in alphabetical order by topic.
Each entry describes the basic rules for the topic first, followed by any complexities or exceptions that pertain to the topic.
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rules GlossarY

The purpose of this rules glossary is not to teach the game.
The rules sidebars in the “To New Roads” quest book are
written to teach new players how to play Legacy of Dragonholt
during that quest.

The encounters in the “Dragonholt Village” book take place over
multiple days as tracked on the tracking sheet on the back cover of
that book.

This rules glossary is intended to be used as a reference
when questions arise during the game. This rules glossary is
the definitive source of rules information. If something in this
glossary contradicts a rules sidebar in the “To New Roads”
quest book or the character creation book, this glossary
takes precedence.

^ You cannot gain the benefits of an entry more than once per day.

At the end of each day, an effect on the tracking sheet will instruct
you to read a specific entry that bridges the gap between the day that
just ended and the next day in the story.

decIsIons
During your adventures, you will decide how you react to situations
and how you act in general. Options (seen in the example below) are
easy to identify by their white text on dark-red background. When
you reach a decision point—a set of two or more options—you will
read each of the available options and choose the one you prefer.

actIvatIon tokens
Activation tokens are used to track which players have made decisions.
Activation tokens are used only if playing with two or more players.
In such a case, each player has an activation token.

example decIsIon poInt

^ When you make a decision, exhaust your token (turning it
facedown). You cannot make another decision until your
activation token is refreshed.

The tea house is a small but elegant building. It doesn’t appear
to be open at the moment. Actually, you’re not sure you’ve ever
seen anyone enter or leave the shop. Despite that, the street
decorations in front of the store are always well maintained.

^ When all players have exhausted their activation tokens, all players
refresh their activation tokens (turning them faceup).

Knock on the door.
Read entry 2979.

actIve plaYer
The active player is whichever player made a decision most recently.

Break down the door.
Mark story point N5.
Read entry 7363.

^ The word “you” in an effect (text preceded by an arrow) refers
to you, the active player. The words “you each” refer to each
hero individually.

Pick the lock and sneak inside.
Requires thievery (skill).
Read entry 7267.

condItIonal effects
Some effects occur only if specified conditions are met. Conditional
statements (represented by italic text and beginning with “if ”) state
the specific conditions required for the effects to occur.

^ When you choose an option, you resolve each effect found below
that option. Each effect is preceded by an arrow.
t In the above example, if you choose the “Knock on the door”
option, you are instructed to read entry 2979. However, if you
choose the “Break down the door” option, you are instructed
to mark story point N5 and then read entry 7363.

^ If multiple conditional statements are given and the requirements
for multiple conditions are met, only the effects of the first
conditional statement will occur.
^ An “otherwise” statement will indicate what effects occur if none
of the previous conditional requirements are met.

^ Some options require you to have a specific skill or some
other condition to be true. You cannot choose an option if its
requirements are not met.

^ Conditional effects are not decisions. They do not require you
to make a decision nor do they cause your activation token
to be exhausted.

t In the above example, the “Pick the lock and sneak inside.”
option cannot be chosen unless you have the thievery skill.
See “Multiple Players” on page 6 for rules regarding making
decisions with two or more players.
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effect

Gold

An effect is a passage of the story that is recorded on a tracking sheet
or character sheet. Each effect is represented by a passage of italic text
preceded by an arrow.

During your adventures, you will accrue gold. Gold can be used to
purchase items and pay for training.

^ The word “you” in an effect refers to you, the active player. The
words “you each” refer to each hero individually.

^ Gold is shared by all players.

^ Gold is recorded on the story tracking sheet.

heroIsm

encounter

Heroism is a specific type of progress that represents your heroic
efforts within Dragonholt and the surrounding area. Heroism is
recorded on the “Dragonholt Village” tracking sheet.

The “Dragonholt Village” book is divided into a number of
encounters. Each encounter is a short collection of related entries.
Once you begin an encounter, continue reading as normal until the
encounter is complete.

^ As you reach certain thresholds of heroism, you will be rewarded
with experience, fame, and an increase to your maximum stamina
as described on the “Dragonholt Village” tracking sheet.

entrY

Items

An entry is a short passage of narrative text usually relating to a single
event or decision.

Some effects cause you to gain items. Items are cards and are kept in
a facedown deck.

^ Each entry has a unique, four-digit entry number.
^ Each entry contains one or more effects (represented by italic text
preceded by an arrow). At least one effect in each entry instructs
you to read another entry and/or completes the current quest
or encounter.

^ When an effect instructs you to gain an item, record the item’s
name on your character sheet, then find the specified item card.
Keep the card faceup with your character sheet.
t While searching the deck for a card, look at only the backs of
the cards to find the unique identifier of the specified card.

t Some such effects occur only if specified conditions are
met. Conditional statements (represented by italic text and
beginning with “if ”) state the specific conditions required for
the effects to occur.

^ You may give any number of your items to another hero at any
time. However, you may do so only if your activation token is not
exhausted. Doing so does not exhaust your activation token.

t An “otherwise” statement will indicate what effects occur if
none of the previous conditional requirements are met.

^ You can gain more than one of certain items (such as potions).
However, there is only one copy of each item card, which should
be shared as a reference among all players.

^ Some entries include a decision point—a collection of options
(represented by white text on a dark-red background) and
their effects.

^ When you lose an item, remove that item from your character
sheet. If no other hero has more of that item, also return the item
card to the deck.

experIence

locatIon

At the end of a quest or after a particularly harrowing event, an effect
might cause you to gain one or more experience. Experience is an
abstract measure of what you have learned during your adventures.

A location is just that—a physical location in the village of Dragonholt.

^ When you gain experience, record the amount of experience you
have accrued on your character sheet.

^ Each location has a four-digit number that corresponds to an
entry in the “Dragonholt Village” book.

^ On the “Dragonholt Village” tracking sheet, there are several
effects that allow you to spend experience to learn new skills as
long as enough progress has been made in related training.

^ After reading each encounter in the “Dragonholt Village” book,
use the map of Dragonholt to choose a new location to visit.

fame
As you complete your adventures, you will accrue fame. Fame is an
abstract measure of how well known you are to the public and how
they feel about you as heroes. A high fame indicates that you are well
known and well liked by the community.
^ Fame is recorded on the story tracking sheet.
^ Fame is shared by all players.
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potIons

After reading each encounter in the “Dragonholt Village” book, use
the map of Dragonholt to choose a new location to visit.

You may drink a potion at any time. When you drink a potion, you
receive the benefits listed on the potion item card.

^ Each location has a four-digit number that corresponds to an
entry in the “Dragonholt Village” book. When you choose a
location, read the corresponding entry.

^ If playing with two or more heroes, you can drink a potion only
if your activation token is not exhausted. Drinking a potion does
not exhaust your activation token.

^ You cannot choose a location if you are currently reading another
quest or encounter.

^ You must have at least one potion of a type recorded on your
character sheet to drink a potion of that type.

See “Multiple Players” below for rules regarding choosing a location
to visit with two or more players.

^ When you drink a potion, reduce by one the number of that
potion you have recorded on your character sheet.

multIple plaYers

proGress

If you are playing alone (one player), you will make all decisions.
However, if you are playing with two or more players, you will each
take turns making decisions. The following rules apply only if playing
with two or more players.

Each unit of progress represents an abstract recording of the strides
you have made in various endeavors. It allows you to slowly work
toward larger goals. Progress is recorded on the “Dragonholt Village”
tracking sheet or on the tracking sheet for the current quest.

^ Each player has an activation token.

^ When you are instructed to mark one or more progress, locate the
type of progress on the tracking sheet for the current quest, then
mark that many boxes of progress.

^ When you reach a decision point, one of the players will make
that decision. Determine who will make each decision as a group.
^ When you make a decision, exhaust your activation token
(turning it facedown). You cannot make another decision until
your activation token is refreshed.

^ Progress is referenced throughout your adventures.

^ When all players have exhausted their activation tokens, all players
refresh their activation tokens (turning them faceup).

Skills represent your inherent talents and the training you have
received. Each skill corresponds to some talent or set of tasks. Having
a particular skill means that you have a certain level of training or
expertise with that task.

skIlls

^ When you make a decision, you become the active player. You
remain the active player until another player makes a decision.

^ Your skills provide you with additional options when making
decisions and improve your chances of success while attempting
to perform a task related to your skills.

t The word “you” in an effect refers to you, the active player. The
words “you each” refer to each hero individually.

draGonholt vIllaGe

dIsabled skIlls

The rules above apply while reading from any of the quest books.
These rules also apply while reading the “Dragonholt Village” book,
except as stated below:

When your current stamina is reduced to zero, choose one of your
skills. The chosen skill is disabled, then you recover one stamina.

^ You each take turns choosing a location to visit. Determine who
will choose a location as a group.

^ While a skill is disabled, you are treated as if you do not have
that skill.

^ When you choose a location, exhaust your activation token
(turning it facedown). You cannot choose another location until
your activation token is refreshed.

^ When an effect instructs you to recover a skill, choose one of your
disabled skills. The chosen skill is no longer disabled.

learnInG new skIlls

^ When you choose a location, you become the active player, and
you remain the active player until the corresponding encounter
is complete.

As you progress through the campaign, you will gain experience that
you can spend to learn new skills.
^ On the “Dragonholt Village” tracking sheet, there are several
effects that allow you to spend experience to learn new skills as
long as enough progress has been made in related training.

^ All decisions made during an encounter should be made as a
group. You do not exhaust your activation token when you
make a decision, and requirements on options can be fulfilled
by any of you.
t As the active player, you have the final say on those decisions.
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credIts

stamIna
Stamina is a measure of how much you can push yourself or resist
strain or damage. Excessive amounts of physical labor, prolonged
exposure to harsh conditions, and physical damage suffered in
combat all cause you to lose stamina.
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^ Your maximum stamina is determined during character creation.
^ Whenever you lose stamina, subtract that amount from your
current stamina, recording your current stamina separate from
your maximum stamina.
^ Whenever you recover stamina, increase your current stamina
by the amount specified by the effect that causes you to recover
stamina.
^ Your current stamina cannot exceed your maximum stamina, nor
can it fall below zero. If your current stamina would be reduced
to below zero, it is reduced to zero instead.

fallInG

to

Zero stamIna

When your current stamina is reduced to zero, choose one of your
skills. The chosen skill is disabled, then you recover one stamina.
^ While a skill is disabled, you are treated as if you do not have
that skill.
^ When an effect instructs you to recover a skill, choose one of your
disabled skills. The chosen skill is no longer disabled.
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storY poInts

plaYtesters

Story points are abstract recordings of the decisions you make
throughout your adventures. They allow the story to play out
differently depending on the decisions you’ve made. Story points are
recorded on the story tracking sheet.

Charlie Bates, Dane Beltrami, Ron Beyer, Chasina Beyer,
Andrew Beyer, Carl Beyer, Tony Beyer, Kathy Bishop, Joseph Bozarth,
Max Brooke, Frank Brooks, Sammy Carroll, David Carroll,
Hyan-Yi Choo, Marcia Colby, Lachlan “Raith” Conley,
Charles Denison, Francis Desforges, Jordan Dixon,
Richard A. Edwards, Jason Etheridge, Robert Evans, Gina Evans,
Lilia Fernandes, Martin Flanagan, Roger Fromreide-Nessler,
Violet Garitson, Gary Garitson, Rachel Garitson, Molly Glover,
Tom Greer, Mick Haigh, Aramis Heininger, Grace Holdinghaus,
Alene Horner, Jason Horner, Jonas Horner, Julien Horner,
Sasha Horner, Ian “GM Hooly” Houlihan, Tim Huckelbery,
Gabriel Hughes, Garrett Hughes, Jed Humphries, Michael Hurrell,
Arthur izak-damiecki, Adam James, Andrew Janeba,
Betsy Munro Jeffrey, Clinton Jeffrey, Richard Padre Jones, Mark Jones,
Nathan Karpinski, Allan Kennedy, Christa Kennedy, Paul Klecker,
Christopher kowall, Matthew Landis, Michael Lawrence,
Chase LeMaster, Crislaine Machado, Dan Marshall, Kestrel McCarthy,
Michelle McCarthy, Mark McLaughlin, James Meier, Lacey Miller,
Erik Miller, Maegan Mohr, Todd Monte, Steve Mumford, Jim Murray,
Júlio Nardone, Matthew Newman, Evelynn Oberheitmann,
Alex Ortloff, Oscar Picchi, Érica Picchi, Amy Pirkl, Jason Pounsett,
Tmara Pounsett, Josh Pratt, Shane Pratt, Team Ramshackle,
Francis Rosting, Michael Roth, Marcus Santana, Marlus Silva,
Richard Sprayberry, Solomon stein, Martin Solaas Steinsland,
Tor Kåre Steinsland, Ashley Stevens-Hoare, Matthew Tyler,
Darrell Ulm, Emily Ulm, Aaron Wong

^ When you are instructed to mark one or more story points, locate
the story point on the story tracking sheet by referencing its letter
and number, then mark that box.
^ Story points are referenced throughout your adventures.
^ Each story point is either marked or not marked. Marking a story
point more than once has no additional effect.

tIme
Each unit of time represents an abstract amount of time, which could
be anything from a few minutes to multiple hours, depending on the
current quest. It is used to track how long your actions have taken.
Time is recorded on the tracking sheet for the current quest.
^ Time is referenced throughout your adventures.
^ When one or more time passes, mark that many boxes of time on
the tracking sheet for the current quest.
^ Time in the “Dragonholt Village” book is divided into seven days.
t When an effect causes two or more time to pass, mark time
only for the current day. Do not mark time for the next day if
all boxes for the current day have been filled.

Read entry 9990 in the “Dragonholt Village” book.
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Story tracking Sheet

HEROES

FAME

GOLD

STORY POINTS
A1 B1

C1 D1

E1 F1

G1 H1

I1 J1

K1 L1 M1 N1 O1 P1

Q1 R1

S1 T1

U1 V1 W1 X1

Y1 Z1

A2 B2

C2 D2

E2 F2

G2 H2

I2 J2

K2 L2 M2 N2 O2 P2

Q2 R2

S2 T2

U2 V2 W2 X2

Y2 Z2

A3 B3

C3 D3

E3 F3

G3 H3

I3 J3

K3 L3 M3 N3 O3 P3

Q3 R3

S3 T3

U3 V3 W3 X3

Y3 Z3

A4 B4

C4 D4

E4 F4

G4 H4

I4 J4

K4 L4 M4 N4 O4 P4

Q4 R4

S4 T4

U4 V4 W4 X4

Y4 Z4

A5 B5

C5 D5

E5 F5

G5 H5

I5 J5

K5 L5 M5 N5 O5 P5

Q5 R5

S5 T5

U5 V5 W5 X5

Y5 Z5

A6 B6

C6 D6

E6 F6

G6 H6

I6 J6

K6 L6 M6 N6 O6 P6

Q6 R6

S6 T6

U6 V6 W6 X6

Y6 Z6

A7 B7

C7 D7

E7 F7

G7 H7

I7 J7

K7 L7 M7 N7 O7 P7

Q7 R7

S7 T7

U7 V7 W7 X7

Y7 Z7

A8 B8

C8 D8

E8 F8

G8 H8

I8 J8

K8 L8 M8 N8 O8 P8

Q8 R8

S8 T8

U8 V8 W8 X8

Y8 Z8
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